Follett's® SensorSAFE infrared dispensing technology brings a new level of sanitation and convenience to ice dispensing! No contact between container and equipment means less chance of cross-contamination. Available for all Follett Symphony countertop and freestanding dispensers. Standard on wall mount dispensers.

Features

Increased sanitation and convenience
- No contact between container and dispenser reduces possibility of cross-contamination
- Infrared sensors automatically start and stop ice and water dispensing
- Easy, one-hand operation replaces lever or push-button actuation
- Allows easy filling of ice bags and accommodates virtually all container shapes and sizes

Positive “on-off” actuation
- Dispensing begins when a cup, carafe or other container is positioned below ice or water chute
- Dispensing stops cleanly when container is removed

User-friendly design details
- Attractive graphics guide users to actuation zone
- On-off switch for splash panel cleaning
- Time limit safety feature which automatically stops ice and water dispensing after one minute of continuous dispensing
- Not recommended for use with clear containers or for applications in direct sunlight

SensorSAFE infrared dispensing is available for all countertop and freestanding Symphony Plus dispensers and is standard on all wall mount dispensers.
How SensorSAFE infrared dispensing works

Follett’s SensorSAFE infrared dispensing option maximizes sanitation and minimizes the possibility of cross-contamination by eliminating physical contact between the container and dispenser. Sensors in the panel use reflected infrared light to detect the presence of the container and send a signal to a control board that then activates the appropriate components for ice or water dispensing.

SensorSAFE infrared dispensing also includes a time limit safety feature that automatically stops ice and water dispensing after one minute of continuous dispensing. Dispensing can be resumed by moving the container away from the dispenser and returning it to the actuation zone.

Convenient cleaning switch

The SensorSAFE dispensing package includes a cleaning switch under the left side of the front cover that temporarily shuts off dispensing to allow cleaning of the panel and lenses. If the switch is not turned back on after cleaning, the dispenser automatically resets after two minutes for normal operation.
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